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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community
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COMING TOGETHER AS A NATION |

September 11,
2006

;

HOBBY HELPS STUDENTS

IV

Bowling Green

Volume 101. Issue 16

UC classrooms,
dining halls
overcrowded

resident dubbed
The Bicycle Man'

Students forced to
sign up on multiple
waiting lists for intro

By K.lly Diy
Senior Reporter

classes | Page 5

Sitting on the hack porch THE
DI bis Howling Green home,
1 larold Snyder,H i, chats with a WHEEL
neighbor, i lis porch, adorned DEAL
with three clocks, all gel to
different times, and about a Who he is:
dozen puzzles stacked in the Harold Snyder lines up
corner, doesn't show Signs of old bikes for students
in Boating Green At
his favorite hobby.
It'sonlyhis plaid, button-up 81. he's stl gong,
shin, covered in axle grease, Why he does it:
that implies what Snyder did Snyder ciies the
earlier that da)
futer-appetsasa
Snyder ti\t". blcydes. He hobby in its own tight.
Bxes lots of bicycles. In bet U but also;says he )*«
you drive by his house, you'll helping
see his garage overflowing
often need
with blcydes.
But he doesn't advertise his transportation.
expenise to get them there,
they come by word of mouth

High-tech
nursing aid
helps students
A new type of
mannequin helps
students work with
patients. | P»g« 3

Daughter finds
9/11 heroism in
long-lost dad
Woman discovers her
biological father was
a passenger on Flight
•■: | Page 10

See BIKES'Page 2

Special teams
disappoints in
win over Bulls

INTOXICATION ON DECLINE

Blocked kicks, shanked

AlcoholEdu causes
students to re-thin
drinking habits

punts and poor
coverages plague the
Falcons | Page 7

BG's rushing
ranks fifth in
the nation

By Adam Shapiro
Reporter

Turner. Barnes and
Macon run wild
to lead the Falcon
offense | Page 7
tm)w

Defining moment
Florence
nears coast
Bermuda residents
stock up on supplies
in preparation for this
year's second Atlantic
hurricane. | Page 5

Terror battle
continues
Five years after Sept.
11.2001. the U.S. is
still fighting al-Qaida
militants in violent
parts of Afghanistan.
| Page 5

What is your most
vivid memory of
Sept 11.2001?

Teenagers and college
students recall tragedy

REBECCA BOSAK. Freshman. Middle Childhood Ed.
"I think it was okay to go to war right after Sept. 11
happened, but now it is definitely time to bring all of our
soldiers back home."

By Dan. Hull

MRT
BRETT JOHNSON. Freshman. Film

They were at home or in first period classes at local middle and high
schools when they learned that four
planes had smashed into the Wmld
Trade Center, the Pentagon and a
field in rural Pennsylvania
Then they heard the towers had
crumbled and that the crashes were
purposely inflicted by Arab terrorists.
And nearly 3,000 people were dead.
For today's teenagers and college
students, that somber September
morning brought their adolescent
lives into sharp focus.
See 2001-20061 Page 2

INSIDE: Bush visits Sept. 11 attack sites to
honor the five-year anniversary. | P«f t 10

"I think that the government is using Iraq to make us think
that we are safer; I don't feel any safer. I don't think we
are."

MALLORY WENGATZ, Freshman. Education

"9/11 doesn't seem like it was five years ago. In certain
ways the government has done a good job protecting us:
however, the scare this summer in Europe was not good."

ERIK ZOHN. Freshman, undecided
"I never really felt unsafe; living in Toledo, it wasn't as crucial
to be afraid.. the government has handled things very dramatically the past five years. They make everyone believe
that everything is going to be fine, but no one really knows"

IN MEMORY: President Bush and first lady Laura Bush, in main image, observe a moment of silence yesterday in New York.

ALEX BERGE, Senior
Creative Writing

"Being let out of
school, and for the
first time seeing my
mom worried."
| Page 4

I
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TODAY
Showers
High: 74. Low: 60
^^'

TOMORROW
Thunderstorms
High: 71. Low: 60

k

Drinking Long Island- and

STAYING

public urination, Beer pong

SAFE

on porches and extreme
intoxication. Starting the
night with a fun game of
"kings." These are a few ol
students' favorite things.
Or are they?
These college-associated
activities may very well he
on the decline as it appears
that students are wising up
when it comes to alcohol.
"U'cknnwthatoverthepast
six years the rate of high-risk
drinking lias dropped." said
Terry Rentner who is head of
the University's AlcoholEdu
program for the second year
in a row.
AlcoholEdu — an interactive, online prevention
program — is based on the
idea that students will he
less likely to engage in highrisk drinking if they are educated about alcohol and its
elicits.
Of the 1,507 students
— first-years, athletes and
members of BGStis dink
society— who participated
in the AlcoholKdu program
last fall, over 90 percent
reported an increase in
their capacity and readiness to change their drinking behavior.
This program is part of
the "social norms approach"
to alcohol safety, which
the University has been
implementing since 1997,

What to do to
reduce alcohol
associated risk:
■
drinking and try to
limit your alcohol
intake to one drink
or less per hour. Pace
yourself so you don't
wake up the next
mom nrj w ■ :•;"■■,:
where you are
■ Drink water before.
during and after you

•cohol.
dehydrat.'
you may have to go to
m more
throughout the night,
but it's a small puce
to pay
■ Eat something
before or while you
consume alcohol as
cm the
absorption of alcohol
into your bloodstream
Avoid salty foods that
may make you want to
drink more
■ Avoid L" ■
games as they usually
involve consuming
large amounts of alcohol m relatively short
periods of time
■ Try to set a spending I irmt when you go
to the bars Not only
will this reduce your
total alcohol intake,
but it will also save you
money

See DRINKING | Page 2

New management at Gianno's offers a taste of Italy
By JaMiM Morgan
Reporter

A mix of seafood, classic wine
and authentic Italian food are
just some of the enticements
Maumee restaurant Gianno's
has to offer.
Since Gianno's came under
the management of Mike Sader
on Aug. 3, he and two other coowners have been doing their
best to improve Gianno's in any
way they can.
According to Sader, Gianno's
is one of the oldest buildings
in the Toledo-Maumee area. It
measures 15,000 square feet and
has 3 banquet halls.

Builtin 1828, the building also
used to be a haven for some of
the earliest presidents.
"I've been told that Lincoln
and Grant slept there and they
supposedly know a passage to
the Underground Railroad,"
Sader said.
Unlike many other restaurants that promise the real taste
of Italy, Sader guarantees his
food is the real deal.
"We have authentic Italian,
all the way down to the
Mediterranean where the seafood and olives are, all the way
up to the pizza and pasta," Sader
said.
Gianno's is the type of restau-

UP BY THE RIVER
Gianno's Italian Cuisine
301 River Rd. Maumee, OH
43537
Business hours: M-Th: 11 a.m.
-10 p.m., F-S: 11 a.m. -11 p.m.,
S: 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Phone number: 419-893-8337

rant you would go to after a date.
It'selegantand Sader guarantees
the cost won't be astronomical.
"We have good prices. Yes, it's
more than McDonald's, but it's
less than other expensive places," Sader said. "On Sundays, we
do a special where you can get

a meal of salad and pasta for a
family of 4 forSI6.95. Now, that's
a good deal."
The food is prepared by Doug
Ridenour, Gianno's prep cook,
who said he enjoys working at
the restaurant,
"It's a clean, professional restaurant. Our prices are affordable and we are popular around
here." Ridenour said.
Back in Bowling Green, Sader
is also popular. He started cooking when he was younger on
the East coast, and eventually
returned to Ohio to become an
executive cook.
Shortly after, Sader and one of
his buddies decided they would

venture off on their own. As a
result, three and a half years
ago, they built Cohen and Cooke
from the ground up.
"We built everything... except
for the electricity," Sader commented.
At Cohen and Cooke, everything is made from scratch,
much like Gianno's.
Sader says one of the most
rewarding things about being
a restaurant owner is the customer response to the food.
"Once I had a customer — a
couple of 63 years, celebrating
their anniversary — and he says
to his wife, 'Honey, this is better
than sex." Sader said.
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1:39 .vm.

1:2ta.m.
- iagh Sheody. 19. articled lo* under
age under the influence on Gn
1:41a.m.
Donovan D Balden 19. arrested lor open con
laner of idrohol
1:54 a.m.
Ky*e R SmotK 20. arrested for undwage pos
session of alcohol
2:15 a.m.

two
• :45 p.m.
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•:14 p.m.
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undetitge under the influence.
4:23 a.m.
Residents on Campbell Hill Road reported
I Ome and faming an unknown sut>i«*< t

■

;- tinder

"I try to keep track of how many

713 a.m.
1:44 A.m.
1:21 p.m.
!-eel convenience
i .'e beer
7:22 p.m.
An Ada resident reported a 9 year-old boy
punched glass out of a window and may
teqme n e
7:51p.m.
A Black Swanip woikei adviwd ola maty

■

■

pabon
3:03 a.m.

■
■

Clour i

station Otficets Ad not fmd the subjects.
4:03 p.m.
A vehicle believed to be stolen horn Lot S
11:14 p.m.
landBraodonf.'

untjet llie mfluei

ihewd
■

more than four days of drinking
per week.
Another way of enforcing the
social norms approach is to
debunk myths that often lead students to consume more alcohol.
"There is a perception that all
BGSU students are heavy drinkers, and that's just not case,"
Rentner said.
So long as students can still
guzzle, gulp and chug, the days of
keg stands and beer bongs are far
from oven however, the decline
of student alcohol abuse seems
to be a trend that will continue in
the future.
"We still have high-risk drinking
here, but we are heading in the
right direction," Rentner said.

• Iknilevdtd icwJent reported
.->:re m his mailbox

ataNi.*

■

From Page I

This approach focuses on promoting safe drinking practices rather
than creating harsher penalties
for drinking or limiting student
access lo alcohol.
A recent study by the National
Social Norms Resource Center
said that the majority — about
73 percent — of student drinkers protect themselves by using
designated drivers, setting
spending limits at bars, counting ihcir drinks or following
other tactics to lessen the risks
brought on by drinking.

beverages I have," said student a 12 oz. beer or wine cooler, a
Zach Amos. 22. "For instance, if 5 oz. glass of wine or 1.5 oz. of
I'm drinking bottles I'll keep the 80-proof liquor. When students
caps. Also, you burn alwut a beer order a single drink at a bar or
roughly every hour, so if I have restaurant it may actually be two
drank more than a couple I try to to three times these amounts,
I loffman said.
slow it down."
Once students know what an
While it is true that, on average, the body metabolizes about actual drink is, they can use the
one drink every hour, students 0-1-2-4 guideline to make sure
don't always know what one they are drinking moderately
drink is, which can lead to high- and responsibly.
The guideline states that
risk drinking.
It is important for students you should have zero drinks if
to reali/.e what constitutes you are under 21, taking cerone drink', said Barbara tain medications, driving a car,
Hoffman, the Health Promotion stressed or tired, pregnant or
Coordinator for the Wellness have a history of alcoholism; no
more than one drink per day for
Connection.
A drink is usually defined as women and two for men; and no

nvdby

■

■

.

■

■ I College Drive reported
■

. night
3:24 p.m.

■

3:51p.m.

■

saw door
10:24 p.m.
Douq ■

•■-1 fo« assault and

■

■irested for underage
possession and open container of alcohol on
Ridge indftt ■:- I '■>■■ '■
12:48 a.m.
.1). cited for unde- |
Km on Clough Street and Manwlle Avenue
1:05 a.m.
Jordan Ro"Open container and underage consumption of alcohol
on Men, •'
1:43 a.m.
A large f«ght was reported at an apartment
complex on bcott llamAon Avenue
1:44 a.m.
I
Street ap..^fused
2:04 a.m.

.

11:14 p.m.
«>nol"

.m«sa

of alcohol

SATURDAY

a bathtoom sink was lorn off the wall m the
men's bathroom. causancj $Sf>' I
2:11 a.m.
Dav«d A OberWx 2$. arrested b
'reel bar
2:23 a.m.
i d open container of alcohol on
Napoleon and Klot.
2:24 a.m.

12:5ta.m.

1:01a.m.
.I'Je'dge
I alcohol
1:02 a.m.

students should
keep an eye on
abodes
By Lisa Halvtrstadt
City News Editor

Festivals and college football games don't just
entertain Bowling Green residents — they
bring more work lor local police officers.
There were 11 fights and 14 thefts reported
within city limits on Friday and Saturday.
Sgt. Tony I let rick of the Bowling Green
Police Division said the Black Swamp Arts
Festival is always expected to keep officers
busier than usual.
This year was no different
On Friday, police responded to several
noise complaints, including one involving a
megaphone, and increased theft.
Saturday brought arguments, apartment

burglaries, vandalism and large fights.
Early yesterday, a male victim was
mugged by two other males on High and
Fourth streets.
To deal with the increased calls and concentration of vpeople, the BGPD provides
between two and five extra officers on the
scene during the annual arts festival.
these officers walk around the area and
do what it takes to increase police presence,
Het rick said.
To prevent break ins, Hetrick said students
should make sure their windows and doors
are locked.
Off-campus residents should also be wary
of hosting large open parties because they
offer potential burglars the opportunity to
stake out a house or apartment, he said.

and Summit stieels. Offender was also
charged with underage possession of alcohol
2:34 a.m.
An outdoor hght reported on East Evers
2:50 a.m.
Laptop stolen from East Merry Avenue. Poke

Nonh '■'

"Everyone was super freaked
out," said lube I loppcr, who was
an eighth-grader in Santa Cruz
that day.
"There were all these rumors
about other attacks in San
Francisco, and my aunt worked
at the Pentagon, and 1 didn't
really know what was happening with her until later, when
my mom found out that she
was OK."
Hopper, now a freshman at
Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo, said
that Sept. 11 definitely sparked
her interest in foreign affairs:
She plans to major in political
science and is eager to take
a world religion class to learn
more about Islam.
"It's like Sept. 11 made me
realize there are other things
in the world." said Hopper. 18.
"I'm really interested in studying abroad, especially now.
Living in Santa Cruz you're in
this bubble of people that are so
liberal, and I want to see other
cultures besides the culture of
my town."
Many
young
Muslim
Americans say they felt the
impact personally because the
19 hijackers were all Arab men,
15 of them from Saudi Arabia.
At school, some students were
harassed. Others saw their local
mosques vandalized.
And for the first time, many
young Muslim Americans
had to explore their own feelings about Islam and cultural
identity,
"I think after Sept. 11,1 had a
real need to connect and reconnect with other Muslims," said
Ahmad Huzair, 20. a senior at
the University of CaliforniaBerkeley. Born in Sri Lanka, his
family moved to Orange County
when he was 3.
Huzair was in his- first period Advance Placement physics class when he learned that
the planes hit. He took a good
look around: I le knew only one
other Muslim student at his
high school.

their vulnerable

SUNDAY
12:25 a.m.

3:11p.m.

From

Police say

'

10:10 a.m.
■
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Strange recovery follows equally strange theft

■
■

1:24 a.m.
■■i Ridge

3:04 a.m.
'i".led for drsorderty
■

■

throw**}' i

CITY BRIEF
BOWLING GREEN - Soulh Mercer Road will be dosed lo through traffic
Tuesday. Sept 12 from 8 am unlil 5 p.m. The toad is located between Wooster and
Clough streets.
The city's Water and Sewer Division will be installing a new water service during

One of the weekend's most unusual calls came
from Harold Yoder Jr., owner of Yoder Pets at
1028 N. Main SI.
Yoder said he was surprised to come to his
store Friday morning and find his 30-pound
Bengal cat had disappeared
Leo. a cat valued at $2,000, was stolen from
the store, police reported.
Bengal cats are exotic felines that result
when a domestic cat is breeded with a small
Asian Leopard.
Officer Terry Davis, who was called to the scene,

said the cat usually wanders around the business.
Leo was returned to the North Main Street store
around 9 a.m. yesterday morning.
Yoder said he was pleasantly surprised
"I think my customers were as upset as I was,"
he said." He greets everyone."
Yoder said he plans to get a microchip implanted in
his cat but said he's confident it won't happen again.
"He's a pretty unique cat, he'd be hard to hide,"
Yoder said.
Last October, a $350 turtle was taken from
the store.

the closure, ard a private contractor will be making utility connections.

^FREDDIE FALCON
wore- a -paper-rmacl^& l^ead
tkai was

DID YOU KNOW?...
Peanuts are one of trie
ingredients in dynamite

eaten by mice
over tk& s«ninrer(
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-Welcome Back!BGSU Students and Faculty
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We hove tCttttM Beverages
snaclcs, and much more

Are your cellular minutes
runnirtg low?
Check out our great deals
on prepaid cellulor

ma wrm rout
BGSUD

bicycle already.
But Snyder doesn't makemuch
of a profit from his work, just
enough to keep die repairs going
"Some of these jobs
take 3 or 4 hours to do," he said.
"If I got paid by the hour I'd get ten
cents an hour."
Harold lives wiUi his wife Mary
Snyder, 84, who refers to herself
as "just a housewife," but 1 larold
culls her a "domestic engineer."
His wife said she enjoys the
students, but gets upset when
her husband's bicycle work interferes with dinner.
"I like to eat when it's hot," she
said.
But meeting so many students
has made a few missed meals
worthwhile.
"I've met some good people,"
she said.
Snyder's service has had the
largest impact on international

students.

He received an award from
the international program
last year for "Outstanding
Community Service."
Claire
Lewis,
from
International Programs, appreciates what Snyder has done for
the international community.
"A lot of our students can't
drive," she said. "His bicycle
making gives an opportunity for
students to get transportation
for a really low cost."
Lewis thinkshisservice leaves
a lasting impression on the international students.
"It's just a really nice welcoming message for students coming into the country that he
puts so much time and effort
into making [theirl bikes,"
she said.
Snyder asks students not to
throw their bicycles away.
"Don't junk your bicycle," he
said. "Talk to'The Bicycle Man.'"

Take a 30-minute study break.
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Years of satisfied sntdents and
community members tell friends
with broken bikes to go see The
Bicycle Man."
Snyder has been fixing bikes
his whole life. The only way he
could have a bike was to fix up
an old one.
"I never had a new bicycle of
my own," he said.
Fixing bikes became a hobby
for him, and decades later, he's
spending his retirement fixing
bikes for University students.
"I do it mainly to help the college kids out, and I like to do it."
he said.
Not only will he fix a bicycle,
he also buys them from community and university auctions,
fixes them up, and sells them
to students who don't have a

Located on the corner ol 8th and MM St.
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sees
giant enrollment

'—n*ifii nV-il»r/rini mil bin iKHiknnh

TODAY
5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Showings of United 95. Sepc.ll memorial
OlscamplOI

9 p.m.
Candelight vigil. Sept. 11 memorial

have signed stacemencs saying they intend to enroll as t It
freshmen this fall, up from
Scudencs surged inco a large about 33,000 last year. An offiaudirorium ac die University cial total won't be known uncil
of (California-Berkeley campus early October, when each camlasl week, filling all seals and |>us completes a census.
sitting in aisles for a chance to
The baby "boomlet" is
one faccor; anocher is Che
hear the speaker.
Thiswasnocelebriu -studded increase in firsi-generacion
special event, just che second college applicanls, as famiday of class for Introduction to lies recognize the imporEconomics, one of many over- tance of a degree
"We call it Tidal Ware 2,' "
it c iwded classes at UC t his year.
The lecture is officially dosed, said (Carol Copperud, acting
limited to 720 students. But an director of academic strateadditional 150 came anyway, gic |ilanning and analysis. UC
hopeful that their names might growth is expected to continue
be plucked off the waiting list until 2010, she said.
and added to the roster.
The challenge is not unique
Discovering that the wailing to UC. Across the nation, collist was full, many asked to be leges and universities are
placed on Che waiting list for being greeted by a bumper
the waiting list.
crop of freshmen. Places as
"This is not good," Freshman different as the University
Ben Dm isol Ojai said. No. 50 on of New Hampshire and che
the list, he knows his prospects University tit Nebraska have
aien'l promising. "But I really all been surprised by huge
need this class: it's required for incoming freshman classes
my major."
and are scrambling to adapc.
lo understand the mornings
Online applications make ic
lecture — the laws of supply easier for scudencs Co apply Co
and demand — the students many campuses and harder
simply needed to look around for che schools to anticipate
the room: too many kids and exactly how many students
will show up. To make matters
too few spaces.
Growing demand is forcing worse, many students place
UC officials to think creatively multiple deposits, committing
about ways to accommodate to several places at once.
everyone. From auditoriums
"It's hard to predict what
to dorm rooms to dining halls, one 18-year-old will do," said
campuses are squeezing an ludy Sakaki, vice chancelunexpectedly large number of lor for student affairs at UC
students into existing space.
Davis. "When you multiply
This year's large UC class that, it gets quite difficult."
A UC education, always
comes on top of a steady decade
longclimh in che number of stu- prestigious, is increasingly
dents that was already strerch- recognized as one of the besc
ing the system at the seams. values in higher education.
Analysts point Co the scace's The latest U.S. News and
young demographics, Che rise World Report school survey
in immigrants and the prestige ranked UC-Berkeley first of
— and financial bargain — of a all public universities. Yet
UC, unlike privace schools,
UC degree education.
This year the UC system will can't turn applicants away
educateSO percent more|)eo|]le — every student who meets
its eligibility criteria must
than it did a decade ago.
More than 37,000 students be accepted.
By Lisa M. Kricgcr

Union Oval

MRT

6 - 8 p.m.
NPHCMeel Che Greeks
202B Union

ONGOING
9:50-11:50 am.
Resume Critique Week
360 Saddlemlt*

Color: Ten African
American Artists
Fine Arts Center
ContacC Jacqueline S. Nathan at
jnathan -bgsu.edu

CAMPUS
BRIEF
BGNEWS

BOWUNGGREEN—Enroll merit
ac the University has reached
an all-rime high again this fall,
boosted by a record number of
minority scudencs and out-ofstate students.
Combined enrollment at the
Main and 1'irelands campuses is 21,132 students, up by 61
from the previous record of
21,071, sec a year ago.
Among chis year's cocal are a
record 19,108 scudencs, including 3,023 graduaCe scudencs on
the main campus.
The UniversiCy is also more
ethnically diverse chan ever.
The number of new black stu
dents has more than doubled
since 2003, reaching a record
491 this fall.
The first-year Hispanic student population is also at a new
high of 157.
Furthermore, the population of oul-of-scace scudencs
has sky-rockeced. This year,
13.8 percenc of the freshman class comes from outside Ohio. These figures are
Che largesc in Bowling Green
hiscory.

JORDAN FL0WEB
TUNNELING OUT:

'-t t*j NEWS

i-;t to right. Sebastien D>on works with Jess Benjamin on a graduate student final project The project is an

80-foot long concrete tunnel

Kansas community college experiments in new nursing educational technology
By M.loda. Hall Blobaum
MRT

KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Mel looks
like a real palienc. Pick up his
arm, and die surface feels supple, che heft feels human.
He acts likea real patient, too.
Give him a diuretic, and he produces urine.
But Mel is a fake—a high-cech
mannequin known as a pacienc
simulalor. His compuler-generaced response co care from
lohnson Councy Community
College nursing scudencs helps
sharpen Iheir clinical skills.
"This is che educacional
cool of che fucure," said David
Zamierowski, a recired physician who serves on the school's
medical advisory committee.
PatienC simulators may be
more than jusc high-cech Craining cools. Some say chey could
help ease a growing shorcage of
nurses by supplemencing some
of che hands-on clinical rraining ChaC nursing scudents need
Co encer Che field.
Pacienc simulators let some
students do part of the training
in the lab and part of it at the
clinical site.
Scace grants awarded this
summer will add 30 of the
patient simulators ac 15 sices
in Kansas, including lohnson

.

"We can observe
the students, we can
work with them, and
we can let them see
what happens."
(Cathy Carver| Professor
County Community College
and Kansas City Kansas
Community College.
Some schools already use the
simulators. The Universicy of
Missouri-Kansas City School of
Nursing has two pacienc simulators, and lohnson Councy
CommuniCy College has three
— Mel. who can be male or
female; Carl, a pediat ric version;
and a yet-to-be-named portable
version. They're housed in Che
corner of a classroom lhac also
is home Co fake body pares chac
nursing students use to hone
clinical skills before they couch
a real palienc.
Nursing officials al Che
school hope co expand cheir
fake pacienc family and
upgrade Cheir quarters wich a
$1.6 million renovaled pacienc
simulator lab that's in the
planning stages.

The new lab is expected to
include six to eight patient simulators, each with its own bed
and equipmenc. Windows allow
IIISIIui-ttits to observe scudenc
nurses in aclion, and video
cameras let studenCs and staff
review the action later.
This summer, Mel spent a day
as a woman palienc three days
out from gastroincescinal surgery wich scudencs in che LPN
bridge program providing care.
Students knew what to expect
when they arrived at class, and
then put their knowledge to work.
As Mel moaned about pain,
they offered soothing words.
And they explained what they
were doing.
"This should make you feel
beCCer, Mel," Chey said.
Mel's groans and questions
were provided, with eerie reality, by an instructor wearing a
clip-on microphone who monitors che nurses' accions and
responds as a patient might.
Nursing professor KaChy
Carver manipulales the computer program Co reflect what
students do,
"This is clinical teaching at
its best," Carver said. "We can
observe the scudencs, we can
work wich Chem, and we can Ice
Chem see whaC happens."

MVWPUUIAMi KANSAS CITY STAB
MEDTECH: Nursing students Angie Donham. from left. Ashley Page and Meredith Lewis get some hands-on experience with a patient
simulator known as "Mel" at Johnson County Community College in Overland Park. Kansas. June 22.2006. In the background at left is
professor Kathy Carver and student Joyce Ndungu
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OPINION

"We've done a helluva job here at home in terms of homeland
security [since Sept. 11,2001]." - Dick Cheney, speaking about the 9/11
Monday. September 11.2006 4

attacks on "Meet the Press"

PEOPLE ON THE STREET What is your most vivid memory of Sept. 11.2001?
"I was in eighth grade

"The news coverage

"I didn't know what

and we just sat there

for days, weeks. I didn't

the towers were. I
was in eighth grade.

and watched it the

realize how serious it

whole day.

was until later"

JAMES LEE. Freshman,
'■remational Business

CHELSEY TANNER.
Freshman. Kinesiology

k

"When I watched it,
was crying in the
library"

Have your own take on
todays People On The

MELANIEVAUGHAN.
Sophomore. Social Work

HILLARY STIGALL.
Freshman. Undecided
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IRIAN SZASELSKI
OPINION COLUMNIST

Policies of
America bad
for Middle East
On this fifth anniversary of
9/11,1 look at America's foreign
policy and see a total mess.
While the Iraq war is clear
proof of thai, there are mil
more examples of failure. Two
recent events - Israel's conflict
against Hezbollah in Lebanon
and the mess over Iran's
nuclear program - have shown
significant faults in our Middle
East policy.
Tb begin with, the Iran nuclear
crisis is slowty unraveling into a diplomatic nightmare. (Xir position is
that we don't wont Iran to haw
nudear weapons for fear either

JON B0SSCHER
OPINION COLUMNIST

Internet faces
more strict
reaulations
My knowledge of all things computer is extremely limited. In fact,
my use of the internet essentially
boils down to sending e-mails
and illegally downloading copyrighted material (don't tell anyone). While I have heard it can be

k

"®.

they or a terrorist group will use
than. Yet, at tlie same time, our TON
have been taken oil an even bigger
threat: old Soviet nuclear weapons.
These are oftai unguarded and
unprolectixl, a severe securitv llaw
which could allow terrorists easy
nudear access
Secondly, American policy on
Israel is lailii ig li > uphold any Middle
last peace process America's "donothing" policy has given Israel
a great light to basically do as it
pleases without tear of repercussion.
Tills is not President Bush's or
Clintons fault, though because
remit administrations have been
more critical of Israeli aggression.
However, this is nothing more
than diplomatic talk, as the government lias never done anything
beyond voice an opinion, fearing
we'll alienate our strongest Middle
1 {astern iilfy.
America's attitude towards Israel
ami its actions has even further
teaching effects, Being complacent with tlie current policy sends
signals that while America wants
Middle hist |xme. it's doing nothing to work towards it.
While some might argue tin Mi u
onTennrpaitdlck die Cold War, ter-

used for other less illicit activities.
I'm personally pretty satisfied with
tlie way tilings are.
But wain is that Congress 1
hear, debating tlie regulation of
tlie internet? Guild this interfere
with my god-given right to acquire
hurt loads of musk? widiout paying a dime? Probably not anytime
soon, but die current debate about
something called "net neutrality"
may be important nonedielcss.
Tlie issue comes dmvn to this:
Service providers like AT&T and
Verizon want to be able to charge
content providers like Google tor
using riieir connection to the i n i ei
net which they daim have been
receiving a free ride.
On the other hand, proponents
of net neutrality fear that this
would result in die big telecommunications companies blocking

rorist organizations don't operate
the same. The O >lri War was a Ixittle amongst govemments, but terrorist organizations reach beyond a
single government or country.
Bmuargos, sanction and fencing in tiu-Oiminunisisvvith troops
were tlie ways of old. but these
ideas are archaic.
Groups like.MQatila. I fezboUl
and Hamas can slip around borders and sanctions milking them
tougher to eradiuite.lVriia|>s the
best way to fight these groups Is U i
i isr one ol their own tactics: s|xtidillg money to help rninh.ii |xn'enyand tlielackol inlr.isimctiuvin
pmr countries.
Lets l<Kik at Lebanon, i<>r example. IkvJxrlluh has not onlv s|M'iit
millions on amis but has pumped
millions into southern Lebanon's
infrastnicture and built up support
through creating s<xial programs.
According to a 2004 report from
the (Irgaiii/ation for Economic < i >operation and IXwInpnient. the
United States gives $19 billion a
year in foreign aid. I lowcvcr. that
only accounts for O.lfi percent of
our Gross National Income, dead
last amongOIXT) countries
Even still, a fairly large percentage of that is going to Iraq and

access to or degrading tlie speed
of content provided liy companies
that don't pay enough
for example, Comcast might
slow down access to a small
but intriguing lilog asserting
George Bush stole the 2004
election because its content
provider couldn't pay, but they'll
allow speedy access to the
"Republicans for Jesus" Web
page (hypothetic-ally speaking, of
course). ()r perhaps not.
The issue of net neutrality
has become highly politicized
with Republicans largely
opposed to any measures that
would force ISP's to treat all
internet content equally.
Statements made liy
Republican Senator Ted Stevens
of Alaska. ("hainnan of the Senate
Commerce Committee charged

a question? Give us your

issues into nothing more than platfomisforohmisrvepriUticEatioii.
Atxl when it's time to reflect on 9/11,
it's partisan politics all over agai 11
Democrats cannot come up
widi any legitimate solutions to
M ilvv iIn- tcniir problem, so they
viciously attack Republicans,
and then Republicans defensively attack right back in what has
Ixixmie a vicious cydc.
This nasty display has resulted
in Americans losing focus on the
objective <>f ridding the worid of terrorism and spreadingdttixxracy.
turning nationalism into sharp criticism of anything and everything our
government does
And recent events at ABC don't
seem to be helping matters much.
ABC is planning to air a miniseries
entitled, The Path to 9/11." which
chmnides the mistakes made by
the (linton Administration whai
diey refused to capture (Jsama
Bin I aden. leading to the eventual
amides on theYVbrld Trade Centers
in 2001.
Apparently, Clintons camp is
jockeying to have the miniseries
camelled, alleging it's a slanderous
ai id vitu|xrative commentary on
die fonner administrationls actions
And all I can think of when 1 read
diis story is: Who cares?
Is political tussling over events
that I lappencdten years ago going
to bring hack those who perished in
dicAtorklT rale Center attacks? Of
course it wont
This scurrilous attempt to cover
up die tnidi accomplishes nothing
more than making us susceptible to
tulnivtemirist activity.
lien worse, it takes attention
from vvliat slxxikl be dx; real focal
point ofSeptemher 11: honoring
the victims and their families for
llieii sin rificcsaixlminingtogetliu
as one nation, and like a family,
ci i ihraiingoix'aixidx-i iuxl gKing
thanks to (xxl for all we liave.
So students today on 9/11, when
you are in deep reflection, try not to
ix' influenced by the scourge of politics Instead, rememlx'rvvcareonfy
as strong as we are united.
Whether you are Rcpublicai i
or Democrat, atheist or Christian,
black, wliite or I ILspanic, give dianks
for what yrxi have, cherish one
another and don't ever forget the
sacrifices made by the victims of
September 11 and the lessons they
taught US.

The politics
of 9/11 hurt
America
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Street7 Or a suggestion for

feedback at bgnews.com.

DANIEL LIPIAN
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Afghanistan for their rebuilding
processes There's no doubt they
need the money, but places when
our money isn't going to help the
poor are places where terrorism is
on the rise.
But when would the money
come from, you might ask?
Doesn't more money mean more
taxes on people and dipping in
social programs''
The answer is to slowly start
moving some of the money in our
defense budget; of which a small
ixiccntage would do just fine It
might also IXMII help to tax the oil
oompaniss1 profits or to cut back
on wasteful government spending
Secondly, we must work with
odxTcounlric". lalhcr than go solo
(letting a global thumbs-up might
be a pain in the butt; hut it will save
US headaches later.
lor America to ever possibly
bring peace to the Middle East 6
mast change its outdated policies.
Otherwise, the current situation in
the Middle East will continue to
repeat itself endlessly, and peace
will he only a dream.

Sendcawmsio&wSzctekhx

with tackling diis contentious
issue, will certainly reassure the
public that experts an handling
the matter As Stevens so aptly

pointed out "the internet is not
something you just dump someihingnn. Its not a truck It'saseries
of rubes."
Wilde few expect the issue
to be resolved before Congress
ciuK its current session, lobbyists
for the major telecommunications companies have been busy
building opposition to any legislation dial would include tough
neutrality measures.
In particular, the National
({able and Telecommunications
Association has been spending
money like a drunken Paris I lilton
on Rodeo Drive. They spend a
whopping $(j.6 million on television ads insisting that "Net neutral-

li x lav marks the five-year anniversnyofthe September 11,2001
attacks which saw terrorist thugs
smuggling box cutters and fake
Iximhsinto i mr commercial airliners running our airplanes into
buildings arxl killing thousands of
innocent Americans
None of us will ever forget our
horror as we saw people jumping
out of windows to their death, and
as those towers canx'cniniNing to
the ground, we all understood dial
our country would never again be
the same.
I'm SUB you also renumber die
amazing display of unity across
the country after die attacks Bodi
Democrats and Republkanswae
seen holding hands and declaring
they wiMikl work together to bring
die terrorists to justice.
But it wasn't just politicians
dial were making amends; suddenly everyone seemed to have an
American flag raised in their yard as
il it had always been there, displaying unwavering resolve in dx' pien
ing lace of danger.
September 11 di seemed to be a
wakeupcal to America that in order
to preserve our dearly held liberties,
we needed to come togedier and
be united instead ol divided, and
peopk' got ll X' n tessiige.
But unfortunately, this convergence woukl only bea momenuiry
gkrnpse into our true potential
because todays America has
become one of cynicism atxl disdain li ir bodi die government and
Ms national securitypobcle&
But vvliat liappened?UHI, sadly
most of dlis negativity is a direct
result of people in Washington
turning tlii'9/l I attacks atxl oilier
overlapping world events into a
political game.
Whether it's Iraq or Kalrina, oil
prices or Nortli Korea, eadi one of
diese significant cxxaskins is given
a partisan spin by bodi RepulHicans
and I Xinixrats turningcnicial

Smrfccrnmenrs to /hnefujwn X

ity simply means you pay."
But as spokesmen for the
"Save the Internet" campaign, a
broad coalition of groups fighting to maintain open access to all
sites on the web, explains: "Na
Neutrality Ls the reason why the
Internet has driven economic
innovation, democratic partiripation, and free speedi online.
It's why the Internet has become
an unrivaled environment for
open communications, civic
involvement and free speedi."
While Ted Stevens and his allies
argue that market forces can
handle the problem without any
government regulation, diis line of
reasoning assumes that local internet service is a fluid market with
numerous competitors.
In fact, according to a recent
(xivemmeiit Accountability Office

report, die median number of
high-speed internet providers
available to an American household is two
Hurdler, diis lack of competition Ls one reason why the United
States ranks only 16th in the worid
for broadband penetration and
broadband growth. Both sides in
the net neutrality debate are correct in pointing out that the future
viability' of the interne! is at stake.
I lowever. legislation that
ensures the neutrality of the inter
net is essential to promote the kind
of competition dial will benefit
both consumers and American
technological innovation in the
years to come

SmfcorrmmB to in fisstner at
/ossdx?6gsuedi
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Florence sends
residents packing
By cHxflbvttl KUIJSI i l
The Associated Press

HAMILTON. Bermuda —
Florence intensified inlo the
second hurricane of the Atlantic
season yesterday as it cleared
Bermuda, where residents
stocked up on provisions and
formed long lines at gas stations
in the lashing rain.
Florence was expected to
pass "very near" the tiny British
territory today, according to
the National I iurricane Center
in Miami. But it was too early
to tell whether it will make a
direct hit.
Preparations to protect life
and property "should be nished
to completion," the hurricane
center said.
Shopkeepers and homeowners boarded up windows and
doors, with one closed Bower
shop bearing the sign: "We've
gone away to chase away
Horencc. Back Tuesday."
The Category I hurricane,
which had had maximum
sustained winds near 90
mph yesterday afternoon,
was expected to become,
a Category 2 hurricane as it

passes Bermuda, according to
the hurricane center.
Widi hurricane-force winds
that extend up to fin miles from
tile stonn's eye, even a nearmiss could cause substantial
damage, forecasters said.
The storm was expected to
veer bOin the U.S. coast as it
turns north toward Bermuda,
640 miles east of the U.S. But
forecasters said it could create
high surf and dangerous rip currents along parts of America's
eastern seaboard.
"Those waxes wili ailed 8
good portion of the U.S. Bast
Coast from basically Plorids
all the way up to the Cape
Cod area slatting yesterday
through the early part of next
week, hurricane specialist
Stacy Stewart said.
In Bermuda, skies turned gray
and waves began to build yesterday morning as gusty winds
bleu in spits of rain and usually tranquil ports turned into
white tapped harbors With the
storm thundering toward the
archipelago ol tiny islands, resiSee HURRICANE I Page 12

Oil partnership could
quell violence in
By Jim Kr.-ine
The Associated Press

ABU DHABI. United Arab
Emirates — A top Iraqi official
called for partnerships with
international companies to
boost his country's oil industry yesterday, saying Iraq's
emergence as a "secure petrodemocracy" could quell rampant sectarian violence.
Deputy Prime Minister
Barham Saleh, a Kurd, conceded disputes between local
officials and the central government over who controls oil
proceeds were one of many
obstacles to making improvements. But he said he was
hopeful that oil would be a
"unifying force for Iraqis rather
than a resource to fight over."
He spoke of Iraq emerging
as a "secure petro-democracy"
with the strength to put an end
to the violence that threatens
to tear the country apart.
"I don't underestimate the
gravity of the situation in Iraq,"
Saleh said during a U.N.- and
U.S.-sponsored Iraq donor
conference in the Emjrates
capital of Abu Dhabi. "We are
in a very critical situation."
Iraqi leaders are nearing
agreement on a long-awaited
hydrocarbon law that could

usher In huge investments by
foreign companies In Iraq's oil
sector—and eventually rescue
the embattled country from
deepening chaos, Saleh said.
The deputy prime minister
said he expected the law setting ground rules for managing
Iraq's huge petroleum reserves
would be approved in parliament by year's end.
"This will open Iraq's oil

sector for Investment," Saleh
said. "We know what it takes. It
takes partnerships with international oil companies."
Foreign oil companies, with
their hue,e Investment clout
and technology, are best placed
to quickly modernize Iraq's oil
sector and meet the country's
goal ol doubling the current
crude production of 2..r> million barrels per day by 2010,
Saleh said.
But the absence of a legal
framework governing investments and ownership of the
country's oil resources has
hampered foreign investment
in the sector.
Iraq's oil infrastructure has
been under repeated attacks
from insurgents. The industry
also suffered during the 1990s

SK BANGASH

AP PHOTO

STILL SEARCHING: I he U S. soldier monitors militants movement over Naray m eastern Afghanistan from a Chinook helicopter last month US. Army force out of New York is keeping
up the hunt for Osama bin Laden and his ai-Oaida allies in eastern Afghanistan despite five years passing since they carried out the Sept 11 attacks

Afghan violence prevails
By Fisnik Abrashi
The Associated Press

KORANGAL
VALLEY,
Afghanistan — At night, the
mountains glow from artillery
strikes By clay, gun battles echo
clown the valley, Five years aftei
the sept, II attack. Americans
are battling al-Qaida militants
In this remote area where the
u.s. military says the group
hatched the terror plot.
Onlv about 100 hard-core
Afghan, Aral) and Pakistani
Insurgents operate in the
Korangal Valley, but this is
where the U.S. last year sill
fered its worst combat loss In
Afghanistan and where the military believes at least second-tier
al-Qaida leaders still hide and
plan attacks.
Many of the U.S. soldiers
here see iheit offensive as a
chance to avenge the assault
on America, and to calm a hot
bed of the Afghan insurgency,
I ram all the areas we have
been through, this one is the
most active, said Capt Michael
Schmidt of the Kith Mountain
Division from fort Drum. N.Y.
"T here are a lot of bad guys
in this valley." the 30-year-old

"From all the areas we have been through,
this one is the most active."
Michael Schmidt | Captain

Marylander added, his M-16

assault rifle resting in the carved
out hole of a bunker overlooking
a village whereU.S. troops think
the) killed at least two Insurgents yesterday.
At the end of August, the
11 S \nn\ launched Operation
Hie, Northern Wind seeking to
wipe out militants in Kunar
province's Korangal Valley
and expand the control of the
Afghan government — part of
a drive by 20,000 coalition soldiers to secure the volatile frontier with Pakistan.
The drive c nines amid
Afghanistan's worst violence
since U.S.-led forces ousted the
Taliban regime at the end of
2001 for giving haven to Osama
bin laden and al-Qaida training bases
Near the main southern cits
of Kandahar, a newly deployed
NA 1(1 force is waging war on a
resurgent laliban. The alliance
said air strikes and artillery

killed 94 militants overnight
and early yesterday, pushing the
reported toll from the M-day old
offensive past 120 — probably
the most intense military confrontation in Afghanistan in
nearly five years.
[wo U.S.-led coalition soldiers also died in combat in
the south late Saturday, live
NATO soldiers and M British
nre on a reconnaissance
plane died there earlier in
the week.
Also yesterday, a suicide
bombing claimed by the
laliban killed the governor ol
eastern Paktia province, and
the U.S. military warned a
suicide bombing cell had set
up in Kabul to target foreign
troops. A suicide bombing
Friday killed 16 people, including two U.S. soldiers, near the
U.S. Embassy.
Vice President Dick Cheney
said yesterday that the war has
been a boon for the world, shut-

ting down al-Qaida camps that
had trained thousands til terrorists, unseating the Taliban's
puritanical Islamic regime
and bringing democracy to the
Afghanistan,
But Cheney also cautioned
there is a tough road ahead.
"We are still in the fight in
Afghanistan and we're likely to
In tin some considerable period

of time.'he said on NBC's "Meet

the Press
In the Korangal Valley, the
terrain is more rugged than
the expansive desert around
Kandahar, ihe us. Army is
fighting a classic counterinsurgenc) ol the kind last waged
during the Vietnam War, said
(apt. Robert Stanton, 31, of
fampa, i la.
It Col. Christopher Cavoli,
42. commander ol the 1st
Battalion, 32nd Infantry
Regiment, said the aim is to put
military pressure on the insurgents and political pressure on
their supporters in villages and
so extend the reach of the government III Kabul.
Hut for the troops ol the loth
Mountain Division, this is also
about punishing al-Qaida for
the Sept. II attacks.
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At Your Request!
Sunshine Glazed Chicken
Mardl Gras Chicken

NOW

INTRODUCING

Chicken Polynesian

Sweet n'Spicy Chicken
Garlic I'ocaccia Chicken
Turkey Meal loaf
Turkey Burger w/ or w/o

BUM

drilled Chic ken
Grilled Chicken Sandwich

I lot Chicken Sandwich
Baked Boneless Chicken
■ Oven Boasted Turkey Breast
■ : Tcriyaki Chicken
Healthy Choice Glazed Chicken
lenders w/rice
» Healthy Choice Chicken

Primavera w/ rice
I Chicken Chow Mein w/ rice

a Slow Boasted Bed

Healthy choice Cabbage Roll
w/ whipped potatoes
Healthy Choice Beef w/Mushrooms
w/ whipped potatoes
I lealthy Choice Linguinl and Meatballs
Healthy Choice Salisbury Steak
w/ whipped potatoes

I lealthy Choice Beef Pepper Steak w/rice
* Lean Cuisine Beef Burgundy
w/ whipped potatoes

Boston Crumb Scrod
Tilapia

Cod
Sole
i Salmon Burger
Herh Fish

Shrimp Creole

Naked Bihlet
Chick'n Grill w/ or w/o bun
(iai den Burger w/ or w/o hun
Black Bean Burger
Boca Burger w/ or w/o hun

Black Bean Bruschetta
I lealthy Choice Macaroni and Cheese
I lealthy Choice Five Cheese Lasagna
I lealthy Choice Vegetable lasagna
Lean Cuisine Stuffed Shells

Boasted Pork

"Preparing you today,
lor a healthier tomorrow."
•lachowskl-Dreyer, RI), l.i)
Nutrition Initiatives
Manager

BGSU

DINING SERVICES

Food with Character

Dining Services is now featuring
entries centered around a healthier you.
Look for the New "U"symbol on entrees
that meet the following qualifications:
LESS THAN 400 CALORIES
LESS THAN 13 GRAMS OF FAT
MORE THAN 10 GRAMS OF PROTEIN
LESS THAN 38 GRAMS OF CARBOHYDRATES
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SIDELINES
BOWLING GREEN 481 BUFFALO 40

Falcons claim triple-OT win
MEN'S SOCCER
Falcons shutout by
Sacramento State
BG dropped a 3-0 decision to first time opponent
Sacramento State (2-4-0)
in yesterday's closing match
of the St. Mary's Classic
Tournament Full story in
tomorrow's paper.

VOLLEYBALL
BG breaks school
record with stellar
offense.
The BG volleyball team
made a change to the
school record book with an
offensive explosion against
Oakland University Saturday
night by recording a .500 hitting percentage. Read more
in tomorrow's BG News.

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Women's golf:
at YSU Invitational; All day.
Men's golf:
at Cleveland State Invitational.
All day.

OUR CALL
On the way up
Running the ball: BG is the
fifth ranked rushing offense
in the country, led
by quarterbacks
Anthony Turner
and Freddie Barnes, along
with running backs Dan
Macon and Pete Winovich.

On the way down
Kicking the ball: Special
teams have
plagued the
Falcons this year,
and the season is only two
games in. Read "The List"
and "Special teams needs
special attention..." for more
information.

The List
Saturday was nearly the
darkest day in recent Falcon
football history, and we have
one group to thank - special
teams. The BG News presents the top four reasons ■
why our special teams unit is
the worst in the country: •

BB*NDONHEISS

THfBGNEWS

FIRE UP FALCONS: Anthony Turner gels the crowd into ihe game early by scoring on a 9-yard run on the first drive of the game. Both Turner and Freddie Barnes tool snaps at the Quarterback position in the *in over Buffalo

1. Punting: What is
with this spread protection
scheme? I guess 10,000 booing fans and another blocked
punt didn't persuade coaches
to change it up. Maybe next
week
2. Kicking: It would
be a good squad if only we
could kick the ball off past
the 20 yard line, make extra

Special teams needs
special attention after
poor performance

teams to consistently return
kicks and punts 40.50*
yards isn't going to win us
any games.

4. Inexperience: Both
the kicker and punter are
just out of high school, but
it's time to start kicking like
they're in college.

5. Execution: High
snaps, botched tackles and
poor blocking... never good.

- Saturday manVed the first triple-overtime
game m school history.
■ The Falcons had 570 yards of total offense
J56 of which were gained on the ground
- Three Falcons rushed for 97 ot more yards.

Assistant Sports Editor
The chants of "no punt" rang
throughout the bleachers at
Doyt L. Perry Stadium as the
BG special teams unit had
another rough week of football.
The Falcons prevailed 4840 in the end. The offense
and defense both played well,
but they had to pick up the
slack from some faulty special
teams play. No one pointed
Angers though.
"We can't give up on our
teammates, we are family. I
am not giving anything in,"
said wide receiver Ruben Ruiz.
"1 know we are going to fix it."

The chain of events could
not have been written better in a script, one change of
momentum after another.
"I talked toGreg Christopher
[BG Athletic Directorl afterthe
game and he said it was a great
game, but there was a lot of
teachable moments that came
out of this game."
Christopher's first game
in the home stadium was an
eventful one.
It all started when Buffalo
and BG came back from a one
hour and eight minute weather delay. Alonso Rojas' kickoff was returned by Naaman
Roosevelt for 94 yards for a
See SPECIAL | Page 8

Falcons continue to
dominate ground game

• Freddie Barnes rushed for 99 yards on 20
carries and is now the eighth leading rusher in
the country

By John Turner
Sports Editor

• Anthony Tumet finished the game with a
career high 531 yards of total offense

By Colin Wil,on

points, hit field goals...

3. Coverage: Allowing

Game facts:

- The last two games played at Doyt fcrry
Stadium have had at least two overtime
periods. The last one was a double-overtime
loss to Toledo m BGs final game of the 2005
season
- Then? were two lightning delays n the game.
luting (or a total of one hour and 47 minutes

MAC STANDINGS
It's early, but Bowling Green is *i a t» for the
top spot in the Mid-American Conference
East Division With a non-conference game*
next week against FIU. BG wJI remain in the
top spot
Oh
Ovr.
East Team

W-L

Oho
BG

1-0
1-0

Abon
Ohio

CH>
0-0
00
0-1

Buffalo
Kent State

W-l
2-0
1-1
1-1
0-2
0-2
1-1

Quarterback controversies
are difficult to handle, mainly
because finding playing time
for two talented quarterbacks
is a challenge for any team.
Fortunately for the BG football team, they've found the
solution.
lust play both at once.
Freddie BarnesandAnthony
Turner, although quarterbacks, have been the reason
behind BG'sstandingof fifth in
the country in rush yards. The
Falcons made a jump on the
list following a 356-yard rushing performance Saturday in a
48-40 triple overtime win over
Buffalo.
Barnes also ranks eighth
in the country individually in
rush yards with 257.

OFFENSE
GLANCE
First downs.
Rushing

20

Passing

9

Rushing:
Net yards

556

Attempts

58

Average per rush

61

Passing:
Net yards

215

Completions/attempts

18-26

In the game against Buffalo,
Barnes took snaps under center, set up in the backfield and
even lined up as a receiver.
Although he's still the backup quarterback, the redshirt
freshman doesn't mind moving around on the field, so
long as he's out there.
See RUSHING | Page 8
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RUNNING OF THE BULLS: The defense held strong for BG Saturday by allowing only 243 yards of total offense to Buffalo, limiting the Bulls to just 2 2 yards per carry. The defense was
led by Terrel White (22 tackles) and Enque [tor (19 tackles)

RUSHING
From Paqe 7

"I'm just happy that I'm able
to help the team," Barnes said.
"Normally a backup quarterback wouldn't be able to do
anything for a team except sit
there and wait for number one
to go down."
Turner played in his first
game of the season, looking
much improved after completing Ifi of 23 passes and rushing
for 127 yards on 23 carries. Turner
also passed for three touchdowns
and rushed for .toother.
"It was just a great job by those
two quarterbacks," said coach
Gregg Brandon, "We knew we
could rush the toll, and ultimately that helped us win the game."

while a Falcon quarterback
has led both games in rushing,
Dan Macon and Pete Winovich
contributed steady production
while receiving only 14 carries
between the two of them. Barnes
and Turner ran the toll 20 and 23
times, respectively.
Macon rushed for 97 \ ards and
a touchdown, averaging 8.1 yards
per carry. Winovich rushed for 37

Management Inc.
Running Specials
2006/2007
Call 353.5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apis.
1082 Fairview Ave
2 bdrms / 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/
Dryer in 2/3 bdrm.
Carports
BGSU Bus Shuttle

Management Inc.

Findlav Pike Apis.
111/113 Findlay Pk
Portage Oh
LARGE 3 & 2txirmApts
Garage for I vehicle
Slartng at S475/mo
+ utilities
Moments from BG

"Right now no one's
going to stop this
offense, but whatever we have to do
to win games, that's
what we have to do."
Anthony Turner | Quarterback

on two carries.
Alter only one game, Turner
sees the potential of a hackfickl
fully stocked with talent.
It's like a dual threat in the
hackfield — they don't know
who's going to get the ball, and
whoever does is going to make
something happen because there
are three play makers in the backHeld." Turner said.
The Falcons were fortunate
their offense was running on
till cylinders, because the special teams simply forgot to turn
the ignition. Although the special teams struggled, players on
offense knew it was tbeir job to
pick up the slack.
Iverytime something happcncd I just turned around and
got ready for the next thing,''
Barnes said. "My biggest focus
was we've got to pick it up for the
team—we can't lose."
While the offense rushed the
toll to force an overtime, the pass
game is what earned BG the win.
In the third and final overtime.
Turner found Ruben Ruiz on third
and seven in the back of the endzone for the go ahead score.
That play I was like the last
read," Ruiz said. "I saw AT moving with the toll, I just waved my
hand so he could throw me the
toll. It was great, once he threw
the ball I had to catch. It was just
me and the toll."
In the second overtime. Turner
hit Brandon tones down the right
sideline on the first play, evening
up the game once again, 40-40.
"He made some big throws
there," Brandon said. "AT I
thought stepped up there in the
Overtime to give us a chance to
win the game."
While the offense continues to
evolve with its younger players,
there's no doubt that the mn game
will continue to be the backbone.
"Right now no one's going to
stop this offense, but whatever
we have to do to win games,
that's what we have to do,"
Turner said.

DflnCE
IllHRHTHOIl

SPECIAL
From Page 7
touchdown tying the game at
7-7. There were several missed
tackles on the play.
That was just a preview of
things to come. Sean Ellis'
first career field goal attempt
— a 23-yard try. was blocked
by Ronald llilarie. The play
could be blamed on a high
snap as well,is had protection.
not Rojas' kick.
Following another wcalhei delay of 49 minutes and a
Freddie Barnes touchdown,
the next gaffe was a Rojas punt
that was Mocked for the second week in a row by Buffalo's
Sherrod Lott resulting in a
recovery in the end /one by
fared Patterson for a score
making it 14 apiece.
BG's Sean F.llis once again
struggled with his kickoffs,
most of which were landing
around the 20-yard line of
Buffalo, giving the Bulls substantial field position on most
of their drives. It was later
revealed thai Bills was ailing
from a hip flexor and struggled
with his kicks because of it.
The Falcons' next punt
attempt featured a different
protection scheme where the
team focused more on protecting the punter rather than
coverage — and it showed.
Buffalo got a 55-yard return
out of Roosevelt which put the
Bulls at the BG 31.
The BG defense would knock
the Bulls back to the 44 and

force them to punt
After a Buffalo field goal the
teams headed to the locker
rooms for half time. The openingkickoff oldie half by AIOUMI
Rojas would only make it to the
Buffalo 23 and Gary Rice was
able to rumble his way to the
BG 48 on the return. Buffalo
would go three and out though
as the defense came to the rescue again.
The next drive saw a 25 yard
touchdown run by Dan Macon
cap off an 87 yard drive orchestrated by Anthony Turner.
Ellis' extra point attempt was
blocked though, keeping the
game at 20-17. After another short kick by Rojas to the
Buffalo 20. the Bulls would
drive the full length of the field
for only the second time in the
game, resulting in a 13 yard
brew Willy touchdown run
making it 24-20.
"Every time we go on the

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles lor FREE.

PRIZESUDOKUm
"We did very well throughout this tournament. We improved from last week and
we are headed in the right direction."
Stephanie Young | Coach

Women's golf shows
improvement in
Cardinal Classic

scores making it 34-34 heading
Into the second overtime. Thai
was when it got really interesting.
The BG special teams
finally prevailed following a
hired Patterson touchdown
when Nick Davis would block
Taylor Packwood's extra point
attempt, keeping the score at
40-34. This special teams play
was arguably (he real difference in the game.
BG struck quickly by throwing straight for the end zone on
the first play with an Anthony
Turner to Brandon lones connection. Unfortunately for
the Falcons, Rojas' extra point
attempt was blocked by lames
fudges, spirating far to the left,
causing spectators to move out
of the way.
The score was then 40-40
heading into the third overtime, which meant kicking
was no longer a factor. The rest
is history, Falcons 48 Bulls 40
in one of the most exciting,
strange football games ever
witnessed at Doyt I.. Perry
Stadium.
"We made every kicking
gaffe in football, but we still
won the game," Brandon said.
Two weather delays, one
blocked punt, two blocked
extra points, a blocked field
goal, a shanked punt, poor
kickoffs, some stellar offensive
and defensive play resulted in
a Falcon win. They can only
hopcthat the special teams will
come around soon if they want
to win a MAC Championship.

By Kevin Berger
Reporter

The BG women's golf team
traveled to Muncie, Ind. this
weekend for the Cardinal
Classic. There they took on a
field of 18 teams and finished
in tenth place with a final
score of 636.
BG coach Stephanie Young
had mixed feelings about the
team's weekend performance.
Throughout this tournament we had some solid performances," Young said. "But
we had some critical errors on
some holes that hurt us."
On the first day the team
shot a 318 that earned them
ninth place, not far from the
team's goal of shooting 316 per
round.
"We were very close to our
goal," Young said. "We made
some mistakes that hurt us,
but we're close."
They are close indeed,
shooting another 318 on the
last day of the tournament.
The Falcons are showing signs
of an improvement especially
from last week's performance
at the Laker Fall Classic.
"Overall the scores were better," Young said. "Individually
and as a team."
One of those Individuals
who scored bet terwasAmanda
Bader, who shot 76 the first
day and a 79 the second day,
rounding out her final score

of a 155 that earned her 14th
place amongst the field. An
improvement from her score
and standing last year of a 159
and a 21st place finish,
"I putted a lot better today,"
Bader said. "I usually struggle
with putting, but not today."
On how the team fared this
weekend, Bader was positive.
"We did very well throughout this tournament," she
said. "We improved from last
week and we are headed in the
right direction."
Bader agreed with her
coach that tbere is some need
of improvement and that the
team must learn to stay consistent throughout the match.
"We had some bad holes
that hurt us in the long run,"
Bader said. "But other than
that we played well."
Although BG had the same
score of 636 in last year's
Cardinal Classic they did not
finish as well as they did last
year where they placed seventh out of 14 teams.
They are headed to
Youngstown on Monday for
the Taco Bell Ladies Golf
Invitational which they won
last year.
" We are on ou r way to defend
ourtitleat Youngstown," Bader
said. "It was very good for us to
have won it last year and we
are looking to keep that title."
At Youngstown last year the
team shot a 615 to capture the
. title, and on the first day of
the tournament, an Ill-hole
school record of 303.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

Management Inc.

Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH

«.1 ■.Iceland

(Grad Students)
212 S. Church
2 bdrm I bath 1 car garage
Air condition w/d hookups
Close lo downtown

field we have to pick up the
team, when special teams is
going down we have to pick
them up," said quarterback/
running hack Freddie Barnes.
Buffalo would add a field
goal to make it 27-20 as the
third quarter came to a close
The next BG drive stalled at its
own 45, resulting in yet another dreaded punt situation. This
time Rojas was only able to
punt the ball 15 yards resulting
in great field position for the
Bulls once again.
The defense once again prevailed, forcing a three and out.
"We stepped up and made
plays at the end, on both sides
of the ball to have a chance to
win the game." Brandon said.
The teams then battled back
and forth until the final drive
of the game for the Falcons
where a Ruben Ruiz touchdown followed by Alonso
Rojas' extra point would force
overtime. The teams traded
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Reggie Bush opens professional career with
141 total yards, win over Browns
ByTomWrtW.
AP Sports Writ.-,

CLEVELAND — Reggie Bush
si rolled down ihe hallway toward
theteambuswearingabackpack,
an L.A. Dodgers baseball cap and
smile. I le looked like a college kid
headed home from class.
While school is over for Bush,
his pro education has just begun.
Yesterday, he passed his first test.
"I would probably give myscll
a 'B,'" he said. "I didn't get in the
end zone."
Bush didn't dazzle but he cer(ainly didn't disappoint in his pro
debut. He and Drew Brees led the
rebuilt New Orleans Saints to a
season-opening 19-14 win over
the Cleveland Browns yesterday.
Bush, whose arrival in New
Orleans has given the city's football fans renewed optimism in
the wake of Hurricane Katrina's
devastation, finished with 141
total yards. The Heisman Trophy
winner had 61 yards rushing on
14 attempts, caught eight passes
for 58 yards and returned three
punts for 22.
He never got loose on one of the
trademark breakaways he made
at Southern California, and a few
times he would have been better
off falling down than trying to
escape ladders.
Still, Bush helped get the Saints
off to a winning start in this season of rebirth.
"I just wanted us to get a win,"
Bush said. "1 wasn't focused on
anything else. This was a perfect
first step."
John Carney kicked four field
goals, the last one with 5:42
remaining, and Brees, who signed
a six-year, $60 million free agent
contract in March, threw a 12yard TD pass to rookie Marques
Colston in the third quarter.
The Saints also got 90 yards on
22 carries from Deuce McAllister,
making his return after missing
the final 11 games last season following knee surgery.
New Orleans didn't clinch
rookie coach Sean Payton's first
win until the final two minutes,
when safety losh Bullocks inter-

TONVKUK

APPHOtO

STIFF ARM: Browns tight end Kellen Winslow Jr. (left) pushes away Saints safety Roman Harper on an 18-yard touchdown catch

cepted a pass that deflected off
the hands of receiver Braylon
Edwards in New Orleans territory.
It was a painful and somewhat
fitting ending for the Browns,
celebrating their 60th anniversary. On their first offensive play,
Edwards got behind the Saints
defense for a 74-yard TD reception that got called back by a penalty.
"The first play described the
whole game," Browns tight end
Kellen Winslow said.
The Browns fell to 1-7 in season openers since returning to
the league in 1999, and coach
Romeo Crennel was short with
the media during his postgame
news conference.
"The other team played better
than we did," he snapped.
Cleveland was held to 56 total

yards and blanked in the first 30
minutes. The Browns came back
as Charlie l-'ryc threw an 18-yard
TD pass to Winslow, and the second-year quarterback scored on
a 1-yard sneak to bring Cleveland
within 16-14 with 11:20 to go.
The Saints, though, marched
down for Carney's fourth kick
and held off Cleveland's rally.
Brees finished 17-of-31 for 176
yards with one interception. Frye,
makinghissixthcareer start, was
16-of-27 for 132 yards with theTD
and two picks.
Winslow looked fully recovered after missing 30 games the
past two seasons and had eight
catches for 63 yards.
Bush made some rookie
mistakes early. He misjudged
Cleveland's first punt, retreating
when he it sailed over his head.
Late in the first quarter, he slith-

ered through traffic on an 18yard run and several other carries where he nearly got free.
Bush also dropped a thirddown pass near the 5 that he
might have scored on, and the
21-year-old had other moments
where lie tried to do too much.
"I was close a couple of times,"
Bush said. "On some of those
plays I should have gone north
instead of cutting sideways."
As he has done since the
moment the Saints drafted
him second overall. Bush made

another strong impression.
"He has something to prove
to everybody in this league and
he wants to be the best," wide
ret eh H toe I torn said "l think he
did very well for just starting out.
A lot of people wanted to see No.
25 in a real fight, and they were
able to see it."

Palmer returns from knee injury
with win over Kansas City
By Doug Tuckvr
AP Sports Writer

KANSAS CITY, Mo. - Now it's
Carson Palmer's turn to return
the kindness and reach out to
Trent Green.
When Palmer went down
last January with a devastating
knee injury, Green was one of
the first to call the Cincinnati
quarterback. Although the two
barely knew each other. Green
offered words of encouragement, advice drawn upon his
own experience with careeri In eatening knee problems.
Now, on the day Palmer
made a triumphant comeback
by leadingthe Bengals to a 23-10
victory over Kansas City, Green
was the one rushed to a hospital
A hit by Cincinnati's Robert
Geathcrs — which the Chiefs
expect to be reviewed by the
league office — left the Kansas
City quarterback unconscious
on the turf. The game was
delayed 11 minutes while he
was carefully taken away on a
gurncy.
The Chiefs reported later
the injury was not as bad as
ii seemed. Green had "pretty
severe head trauma," general
managerCari Peterson said, but
X-rays were negative.
No doubt, Palmer was just
about as happy at that news as
the nearly 80,000 fans who sat
hushed while attendants carted

their popular quarteibackaway.
The attendants held their hands
under Green's helmet to gently
steady his head
"It'stough In this kind ofsmall
Iraternityofquarterbacksinthis
league, when you see a quarterback go down like that," Palmer
said, "You just start praying lor
him and that's all you can do
and hope for the best."
Palmer has said often how
much he appreciated hearing
from Green.
"He was very helpful when
he called, and he gave me gocxl
advice," he said.
Palmer, exactly eight months
after surgeons repaired his
mangled left knee, was not
sharp at the beginning, Then
the Bengals went to their no-

huddle offense and he hit nine
passes in a row in an impressive stretch that seemed to
announce he's ready to return
to the leagues elite.
Once Palmer found his touch.
Rudilohnsonand Kenny Watson
scored touchdowns in a 17point second-quarter Palmer,
who was injured in the opening

minutes of Cincinnati's playoff
loss to Pittsburgh last (anuary,
was 13-for-19for 127 yards.
The Bengals had seven sacks
of Green and backup Damon
Huard, running through a
revamped Chiefs line which
includes two new tackles,
"We had some things eariy
mi. a couple of things on offense
that kind of slowed us up a little bit."' Cincinnati head coach
Marvin lewis said. "But once
we got those corrected, we
played good football."
Palmer was 5-for-5 for 51
yards in Cincinnat i's lirst touchdown drive, capped by Rudi
Johnson's 22-yard scamper
through a huge hole on the right
side. Then Kenny Watson made
It 17-3 with an 8-yard TD run.
Shayne Graham kicked three
field goals for the Bengals, the
defending AFC North champs.
I luard hit Tony Gonzalez with a
9-yard TD pass for Kansas City's
lone touchdown in the fourth
period.
"They're a good football
team," said Herm Edwards,
who had an unhappy debut as
Kansas City's head coach. "You
can't give them a lead. You can't

turn the ball over and give them

field position"
Edwards said Huard would
start next week if Green can't.
He refused to discuss (leathers'
hit.
As Green went into a feet-first
slide, the Bengals' defensive end
came flying in and appeared to
slam his right shoulder into the
quarterback's chest or helmet,
snapping (.teens head into the
turf.

The officials have to look at it
on tape," Edwards said. "We've
been advised that we don't comment on officials' calls. I'm not
going to get into it. Obviously, it
will gei looked at by the guys up
in New Yore I'll leave it at that."
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Bush commemorates Sept 11 crash sites
By Jennifer Lovan
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Presidenl
Bush embaiked yesterday on
nearly 24 hours of soinhci
observances al the three sites
where terrorists wrought death
and destruction and transformed his presidency.
He intended to offer few
words during appearances
at ground zero in New York
wheretheWorldT radeCenters
fell, in the Pennsylvania field
where one of the hijacked
planes hurtled to the ground
and at the Pentagon crash
site. But Americans will hear
more from him during a
prime-time address tonight
from the Oval Office.
Even before Bush left the
capital, surrogates from Vice
President DickCheney on down
spent the Sept. II anniversary - eve vigorously defending
the administration's record on
improvingihe national defense
over the past live years.
"There has not been another
attack on the United States."
Cheney said on NIK 6 "Meet
the Press." "And that's not an
accident."
On television and newspaper opinion columns, Cabinet
secretaries and agency heads
sought to make- the case that
the government under Bush
has made important changes
that have lessened the risk
of attack.
Cheney focused on antiterrorism efforts that he lias
been Instrumental in supporting: a warrantless wiretapping
program to monitor the international communications
of people in America uith
suspected ties to al-Qaida; a
system to track international
financial transactions: and
tough policies on the detention and Interrogations of suspected terrorists.
Secretary
of
State
Condolcezza Rice cited additional security at ports and
airports and increased cooperation among intelligence
agencies, a point echoed by the
nation's intelligence chief, John
Negroponte.
Democrats, however, contend the administration has
fallen short because so little
cargo is inspected at U.S.
ports and chemical plants,
and other high-value sites are
vulnerable.
"I think we're in trouble."
said Democratic National
Committee chairman Howard
Dean. "We have not pursued
the war on terror with the vigor
that we should have hecause
we've gotten bogged down in

MARTY UWBHANDirP,

rorists crashed two planes into the World Trade Center and the twin 110-story towers collapsed. This year will mark the fifth anniversary ol the attacks and wJI be observed all around the
United States Here are some numerical facts about American lives since that fateful day 272 men and women have died in and around Afghanistan; 2.65S servicemen and women have
died in the Iraq war. 1.248 books have been published about the attacks; airline passengers have paid a $2.50 security fee for every Right taken: 60 percent of Americans believe there will
be more temxist attacks because of our involvement in Iraq, and finally. 500.000 visitors have been to the Pennsylvania site of the United Flight 95 crash

this civil war in Iraq."
The fifth-year anniversary falls less than two months
before elections in which
Republican control of Congress
is seen as in danger.

Reports show violent crimes
increasing in the United States
ByMkn—IJ.Sniffen
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Americans
were robbed and victimized by
gun violence at greater rates last
year than the year before, even
though overall violent and property crime reached a 32-year
low. the Justice Department
said yesterday.
Experts said violent crime is
beginning to rise after a long
decline. Bush administration
officials expressed concern but
stressed that it was too soon to
tell if a new upward trend in violence had begun.
Last year, there were two violent gun crimes for every 1,000
individuals, compared with 1.4
in 2004, according to the department'sBurcauoflusticeStatistics.
There were 2.6 robberies for every
1,000 persons, compared with 2.1
the year before.
"This report tells us more the
serious events — robbery and
gun crimes — increased and the
FBI already told us homicides
increased," said criminal justice professor lames Alan Fox of
Northeastern University.
"So while the report shows the
more numerous but least serious violence — simple assaults,
which is pushing and shoving
— went down, the mix got worse
in terms of severity. That wasn't a
very good trade-off," Fox said.
A preliminary FBI report in
lune on crimes reported to police
showed a 4.8 percent increase in

'

DEFINING A GENERATION: The twin towers of the World Trade Center burn behind the Empite State Building m New York Sept. 11.2001 In a horrific sequence of destruction, ter-

"...FBI already
told us homicides
increased."
James Alan Fox

the number of murders and 4.5
percent increase in the number
rjf robberies in 2005.
With congressional elections
approaching, these reports
could pose political problems for
the administration, and department officials have been scurrying to understand and deal with
the problem.
Deputy Attorney General
Paul McNulty listened to complaints about dwindling federal anti-crime aid from several dozen mayors and police
chiefs at a public meeting in
Washington on Aug. 30. Several
days later, Attorney General
Alberto Gonzales told reporters that cities will have to work
harder but should not count on
more federal money because of
growing demands in the fight
against terrorism.
Nevertheless,
Gonzales
arranged a private meeting in
New York last Thursday wiih
three state police executives and
the police chiefs of Los Angeles,
Miami and Providence, ELL, The
Associated Press learned.
One of them. Providence's
Dean Esserman, came away
See CRIME | Page 11

In a series of speeches that
began over a week ago and
continue for at least one more,
Bush and his political advisers are seeking to frame the
vote as a choice between

Republicans who are effective
stewards of Americans' safety
and Democrats who would
erode protections.
Bush is doing this in part by
aiming to restore the decisive,

tough-on-terrorism image he
built alter the 2001 attacks.
Democratsare laboring to make
the elections a referendum on
the president's prosecution of
an unpopular war in Iraq.

A poll released yesterday
shows the landscape in which
the parties are competing. lust
over half of those surveyed
believe the country is safer
from attack than on Sept. 11,
2001, and that the fight against
terrorism is going well, according to ABC News. In December
2003. nearly two-thirdsof those
questioned felt the anti-terrorism battle was going well.
The president attended
church in Washington yesterday and went hiking before
heading to New York with his
wife, l.atiia. Their first stop:
laying a wreath at ground zero,
where 2,749 died when the twin
towers collapsed after heing
pierced by hijacked airliners.
Later, Bush planned toattend
a service of prayer and remembrance at St. Paul's Chapel. The
240-year-old Rpiscopal church,
across the street from the site.
escaped damage and became
a center of refuge for weary
rescue workers.
The schedule for today
i in luded a visit to a firehouse
nicknamed "Fort Pitt" in the
Lower East Side i n honor of t he
first responders who rushed
into the towers.
At the base for I adder 18,
Engine 15 and Battalion 4, the
presidenl was to have breakfast
with firefighters, police officers
and Port Authority police and
observe moments of silence to
mark the times when planes
struck each tower.
Prom New York, the next
stop was to be Shanksville,
Pa., where 40 people died
when a plane slammed into
the ground, and then the
Pentagon, to mark the deaths
of 1B4 there, before returning
to the White House for the
televised.
At all three crash sites, each
with memorialsfarfrom completion, Bush did not plan to participate in the official anniversary
observances, intending to avoid
the distraction that accompanies a presidential appearance.
He was visiting separately to
lay wreaths and visit with relatives of the some of the nearly
3,000 who died five years ago.
In 2002, Bush also toured
each crash site, embracing
family members of the victims
and speaking at the Pentagon
and New York's Ellis Island.
Since then, he has kept a lower
profile on the anniversary.
He usually makes a trip
across the street from the
White House to St. John's
Episcopal Church and then
presides over a moment of
silence on the White House
lawn. This year, Cheney was to
perform those duties.

Woman discovers long-lost biological father
was part of heroic struggle on Flight %
ST. PAWL, Minn. (API— While
searching for her birth parents two years ago, Mariah
Mills found more than she
bargained for: a hero of Sept.
11,2001.
Mills' biological father, who
had given Mills up for adoption when he and his thengirlfriend were in college,
was Tom Burnett, a leader
of a group that fought back
on United Flight 93 before it
crashed in Pennsylvania on
Sept. 11,2001.
Mills, 21, learned about
her birth father in 2004
— after she turned 19. the
legal age in Minnesota for
requesting a birth certificate
with names of birth parents
— and subsequent DNA tests
confirmed that Burnett was
her father.
"Before 1 was even born,
my birth dad made a brave
decision — to give me a life,"
Mills told the St. Paul Pioneer
Press in Sunday's editions. "It
was a selfless act, just like his
actions on Flight 93. And, as
awful as it was that he died,
and 1 never got to know him,
there is good that came out
of this."
Today, Mills has developed
a relationship with Burnett's
widow, Deena. her three
daughters, husband and stepson, and other members of
Burnett's family. She also celebrated her birthday with her
birth mother, who lives in St.
Paul with her husband and

CHBrSPaVDCWOfF I AP PHOTO
INCREDIBLE SHOCK: University ol Minnesota senior Manah Mills. 21. is shown holding the sweatshirt ol her biological lather. Tom
Burnett, outside of Northrop Auditorium Mills' lather, who had grven Mills up for adoption when he and his gwtlriend were in ccJege.
was a leader of a group that fought back on Flight 93 before it crashed in Pennsylvania on Sept. II. Here are some more (acts about
the nation since the attacks Undercover investigators with fake IDs slipped through U.S. border checkpoints 18 times; 46 percent of
Americans believe Osama bin Laden wil be caught: and fmalry. 5.000 suspected tenorists have been captured or killed outside the US.

two children and asked not to
be identified.
Mills transferred to the
University of Minnesota and
is entering her senior year. She
will spend her first semester
studying abroad. Her dream
job, she said, would be writing

about baseball and covering
the Minnesota TWins.
Mills and her adoptive parents visited lefferson High
School in Bloomington during the spring of 2004 after
Mariah found out about her
birth parents. Mariah wanted

to look up Tom Burnett in his
senior yearbook. She found
his photo and one of her birth
mother, too.
"It was weird to finally look
like somebody," Mills said. "I
have her eyes, but mostly I look
like a Burnett."

NATION

WWWBGNEWS.COM

Atlantis to complete first goal of mission
By S.th Bor.nst.in
The Associated Press

HOUSTON — The space shultle Atlantis, with a preliminary
clean bill of health, is about to
make a 17 1/2-ton delivery.
Astronauts this morning
will use the shuttle's robotic
arm to remove a giant truss
with two attached solar
wings from the shuttle's
cargo bay and hand it over to
the international space station. With that cosmic delivery, Atlantis, just two days
off the launch pad, will have
accomplished a big chunk of
its main mission.
Atlantis' mission isto resume
construction on the international space station after a
three-year hiatus following
the loss of the space shuttle
Columbia. More parts will be
added in 14 other flights.
The more than 300-footlong truss will provide power,
data and temperature control
to the station's electronics.
There's a lot of work to be

CRIME
From Page 10

"impressed at how much he listened. He wasn't there to defend
himself. He could have used the
time to preach; instead he used it
to hear our concerns."
Esserman said all but few cities
have fewer police officers now
than in 2001, with big reductions
in New York, Boston and Detroit
"because of the loss of federal
money." A Clinton administration program paid for local
departments to hire community oriented police officers, but the
Bush administration stopped the
money for such hiring.
"I believe in homeland defen se.
but I also believe in crime fighting," Esserman said. "1 don't want
one neglected for t he ot her. Every
year we're losing 16,000 people
to murder, mostly young people
and mostly killed by guns, and
that's more than three times the
number that died at the World
Trade Center" in attacks of Sept.
11,2001.
Professor Alfred Blumsicin ol
Carnegie Mellon University said
the rise in gun violence was particularly troubling.
"A major police effort to confiscate guns helped bring down
the surge in violent crime that
occurred in the late 1980s and
early 1990s," Blumstein said. "But
gun distribution is easier now
because we have begun to back
off gun control."
Backed by the National Rifle
Association, the Bush administration has been cool toward gun
control measures.
The statistics bureau's victimization report found that
the overall violent crime rate
was unchanged in 2005 from
the year before, at just over 21

"There's an awful lot
going on and it'll be
nonstop work from
start to finish."
Paul Dye | Lead Flight Director

done after the truss is delivered, lust like the delivery of a
washing machine to a home,
astronauts have to hook up
the plumbing and electricity.
Hut it's no easy task 213 miles
above Earth, so it will take four
astronauts three spacewalks
over the next week to get the
truss honked up and unfurl
the solar wings.
But before any of that is to
happen. Atlantis has to hook
up with the space station in
a docking maneuver that has
become routine yet remains
delicate and could be dangerous with awning move.
Early this morning, commander Brent lett will guide

crimes for every 1,000 individuals over age 12.
The property crime rate fell in
2005 from 161 Climes to 154 for
every 1,000 people because of a
drop in household thefts. Both
rates were the lowest since the
survey began in 1973.
McNulty noted the ic( cud-low
rales bin said "we are concerned
about" in increase in the violent
firearm crime rate. "Whether the
Increase ... marks a change in
the trend toward reduced firearms victimization rales cannot
be determined from one years
data, "McNulty added.
He said some cities are seeing violent crime increases
and noted the department has
several programs in which federal agents join state and local
officers combating gangs and
drug abuse.
Unlike the FBI report culled
from police blotters, the statistic bureau makes estimates
based on interviews with
134,000 people, so it counts not
only reported crime but also
crimes the police never hear
about. Also, 53 percent of violent crimes and 60 percent
of property crimes are never
reported to the police.
Statistician Shannan Catalano,
who Wrote the new report, said
the increases in gun violence and
robbery rales reinforce the FBI
data and the anecdotal evidence
from local officials. But she cautioned that so lew people in the
survey reported robberies that
the bureau cannot he certain
whether those figures represent
a true increase or a random sampling variation.
Because it is based on interviews with people about their
firsthand experiences with
crimes, the bureau's survey does
not include homicides.

Spice Up Your Mondays!

Enjoy a.double order of
chicken, steak or combo
fajitas (enough for two)
for just $12!
Regular price $20.99.
Frosty, 10 oz. Top Shelf or
Caribbean Margaritas
are only $2.50.*

chjjil
SPICEALICIOUS
ROSSFORD
9886 Olde US 20 • 873-0696
TOLEDO
4801 Talmadge Rd. • 472-7688
HOLLAND
6505 Centers Dr. • 866-8781
'■'Must be at least 21 years of age to consume alcohol,
Fajitas available every Monday 11 a.m. to ciose._S2.50_margarita« and at 9 p.m.
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Fire continues to blaze in Calif, national forest

Atlantis slowly toward the
space station until they are
separated by 600 feet, then
Atlantis will make a giant
backflip, snuggle up to and
then conned with the orbital outpost.
"It's a busy day." lead flight
director Paul Dye said yesterday morning. "There's on
awful lot going on and it'll
be nonstop work from start
to finish.''
So far, NASA has reported
no serious problems with
Atlantis' critical heat shield.
Astronauts spent much of
yesterday using the shuttle's
robotic arm to take pictures
of the shuttle's wing and
underbelly. It's si ill early to
tell if everything is tree from
debris bits — like the ones
that caused the disintegration MI Columbia In 2003 —
but earlv indications show no
problems, NASA said.
"I have nol seen a single
problem wit li I lie vehicle," said
Dye. "I haven't seen anything
that's caught mj eye."

CASTAIC, Calif. (AP)
— Firefighters face more
hot, dry weather yesterday as they struggle to
contain a wildfire burning across nearly 20s<|iiare miles of dry brush
and timber in the Los
Padres National Forest.
I he blaze broke out
Monday about 40 miles
north of Los Angeles.
More than 1,380 firefighters were battling the blaze
and there was no estimate
on when it might be contained, said lames Turner
of the U.S. Forest Service.
No homes have been
damaged or were threatened Saturday and no one
has been hurt lighting the
blaze, he said.
The 12,700-acre fire
burned to the shoreline of

humidity helped the
blaze grow exponentially. Cooler overnight
temperatures helped
slow the fire, but high
winds hindered firefighters trying to forge

containment lines.

The cause of the
blaze, which so far
has nisi more than
S2.4 million to fight,
remained
under
Investigation.
In Nevada, improved
weather and more
manpower hel|Hsd fire
crews hold die line
igainsl two tires burning more than 407
square miles in northeastern Nevada
"The cooler temMHCE MEADOWS
APSW
peratures and moisSMOKING SKY: Passersby Hop at 3 usta point overlooking
ture are contributing
lo the success of our
Pyramid Lake on Friday, Lake Pyramid to watch a day fire bum to the shoreline in the
forcing die closure of sev- Los Padres National Forest north ol Los Angeles
suppression efforts,"
eral c.imping sites and recloe I Iceland, fire
reation areas and charring three fishermen evacuated when the management officer lor the
lire ignited Monday.
cabanas and picnic tables.
Bureau of Land Management
High temperatures and km said in Elko.
About 1,200 campers and

Simplifying Life
aximizing Potentia.
• Private Baths
• Free Internet
• Free Cable
• Washer & Dryer
in each Town Home
• Spacious Living Areas

We really do have it all.
Come over today and see
just how much we
can improve your
college experience.

bovver "Beech
'

'
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HURRICANE
From Page 5

OIL

should prepare fbt prolonged
electricity outages, Public
schools and government offices

The Daily Crossword Fix DAfOR
brought to you by

From Page 5

were ordered closed Monday.
drills had hauled tlieii yachts

Authorities were keeping a

when the country under Saddam

onto beaches <>r secured their
moorings,
Authorities urged residents in
stock up 'in hurricane supplies.
secure their homes, lawn furniture and am mini IIKISI' Items
andsta) home to keep the toads
dear for emergencj vehicle&
Bermuda Issued a hurricane
warning for ihc island chain <>i
ffi.ooo residents, rhe hurricane
center said tropical storm force
winds were already affecting
the mill- \ilanik territory on
Sunday afternoon.
\i ."i p.m. 1:1)1. the centei
of the hurricane was about
185 miles south-southwest
of Bermuda and was moving
toward die north at about 13

part-time regtment on call to
help respond to the hurricane at
strategic points,
Icting Police Commissioner
Roseanda rbung said all tourisis were given the opportunity
in leave [hose slill hen1 have
chosen m stay." Young said.
Several hotels, playing up the
British territory's much-vaunted ahiliiy to withstand a fierce
storm, planned "hurricane parties" for their remaining guests,

I lussein did not have access to

niph. Bermuda was expected
in net 5 in ii Inches of rain,
with up to 10 inches possible in
some areas,
Deputy Premiei Ewart
Brown

said

the

Some Hcrmudians, such as

State-of-the-art

■

Dig oil companies have told
the U.S. government they are
explore and pump oil — regardless of the violence — as long
as there are legal ground rules
for their participation, said U.S.
Deputy

Treasury

Secretary

Robert Kimmitt.
"The
told

oil

companies

us they need to
the

have
know

dren, seemed more excited than

are," said Kimmitt, President

concerned about the advanceof
the storm
"The kids have been going

Bush's special envoy for the

siir crazj wailing for the hurri-

tion Is overseen by the country's

cane," Frith said, as his two sons

Ministry of Petroleum and two

rules of the

Currently, Iraq's oil produc-

stale run oil companies, a centralized management system lei t

I )a\ id's Island with winds howl

ova from the regime of Saddam

ing and white-crested waves

I lussein that Saleh said "has
proven to be a disaster."

expecting it to be a bit more

\eais

storm

"Iraq needs investment. Iraq
needs to send a strong signal to

blowy."
Florence foDows on the heels

the

international

community

of Ixneslo. which was briefly the

about

season's liisi luinii.uie before
weakening and drenching the

deputy prime minister said. "We
need to push liberalization and

U.S. East (oasi lasi week, The

open our markets."

investment

In oil." the

nine

Saleh, from the autonomous

the roofs off several homes ami

deaths in the United States and

Kurdish region in northern Iraq,

ruined golf courses.
Bermuda
International

two in llaiii.

acknowledged that "differences

Airport was closed late Saturday

[leak

killed loin people, lore

and was expected to remain
shuttered until luesday morning. Rights from New'fork and
Miami scheduled to arrive late
Saturdaj were canceled.
All ferry and bus services were
hahed. The territory's public
utility announced that residents

was

blamed

for

the

remain" among those negotiat-

season

ing a hydrocarbon law, particu-

over warm Atlantic water, the

larly ondclcrminiiigwhethci the

Florence developed In
of

hurricane

source ol

energy

for

Storm

lescnuce is controlled by regional
governments or Baghdad

development this time ol yeat
Forecasters said the waters are

kinds in the north and some

not as warm as last year's storm

Shiite Muslims in southern Iraq

season which had a record 28
named slorms and IS hurri-

— Iraq's two chief oil regions

canes, including katrina.

production and revenues

original name was

r<
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AM. STADIUM SEATING
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $485!

• THE COVENANT IP0-13I
7 009:20
IHE WICKER MAN IPS-IJI
7 009:30
CRANK IRI
7 259 35
INVINCIBLE iPGi
7 00 9 30
HOW TO EAT FRIED WORMS (PCI 520 7:30
BEERFESTIR]
7209 50
ACCEPTED IPC-IJI
74510:00
SNAKES ON A PLANS in.
9 45
.STEPUPlPG-UI
710940
WORLD TRADE CENTER |Pts-13) 7 00 945
TALLADEGA NIGHTS: THE BALLAD OF RICKY
BOBBTiPG-131
7 05 9 30
BARNYAR0 THE ORIGINAL PARTY
ANIMALSiPCl
7 40 950
PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN: OEAD MANS
CHEST IPG-131
7 40

On selected floor plans

• Patio
• Spacious kitchen

7 209 30

-FREE HEA1
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818 SEventh Street apt. 4
Two Bedroom Apartment
Unfurnished.Year lease starts at
$395 per mo. School lease $450
per mo.Tenant pays gas and
electric,
Deposit is equal lo one month rent.
NO PETS!

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

7009 20

419-353-7715 lEr

JOHN NEM/LOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12TH, 2006
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Dining Services is bringing
a NEW Convenience Store to campus
for your SHOP -N- GO needs.
Temptations is conveniently located
in the Offenhauer Towers.
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TEMPTATIONS STREET FAIR
GAMES AND GIVEAWAYS
5 PM -9 PM,TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 12TH
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Travel wilh STS lo this year's lop 10
Spring Break destinations! Best
deals guaranteed' Highest rep commissions. Visit www ststravel com or
call 1-800-648-4849 Great group
discounts.
EVERY MONDAY
TOMATO SOUP &
GRILLED CHEESE

McDonald Dining Center

Services Offered

Pregnant? Confidential, tree & professional testing BG Pregnancy
Center 419-354-4673

Personals

Wanted
SIGMA ALPHA LAMBDA NAT'L
HONORS 8 LEADERSHIP ORG. IS
SEEKING FOUNDING OFFICERS'
MEMBERS TO BEGIN A CAMPUS
CHAPTER at BGSU. CONTACT:

Help Wanted
Lawn Mowing S Landscaping
Pan-time hours available

Call 352-5335.

JOIN US FOR LUNCH
IN THE GREENERY
AT THE UNION

m

God of love
Mine entrance
Relative size
Camera-ready copy
Loom operator
Initial letters
Town near Modesto
Singer Sumac
Author of "The Third Man"
Rupture
Semi-eternity?
Bluish-green
Patch up
Ballet skirt
Pavarotti, e.g.
Fruity drinks
Impertinence
Additional

60
61
62
63

Able to perceive
Writing tool
Angler's bait
Lizard of the Old
World
Reproduce
Borders on
Island feasts
Finishes
'Bang a Gong (Get It
On)" band
Sine
non
Bank payt.
Neithers partner
Period

or call 419.352.3568

Exotic Dancers
No experience needed; will train
Call after 8pm 1-877-258-2764

TEMPTATIONS

News agcy.
Oregon capital
La Scala offering
Vehicle perches for
tots

HTERHET
JERVICi
iimui ■■Una
('" www.ilacor.nei

Learn a skill for life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com

Grand Opening

Half a dance?
Auction ending
Actor Ouryea
the Red
Astral
Cry of appreciation
"Two Women" star
S dispenser
In an unmanly manner?
Fourth man?
Borgnine's TV series
Florida city
Trait carriers
44
46
Dirt
Tahlequah. OK schoo 47
48
Syrup source
Disk jockey's cue
49
Presidential plane
51
Great success
Reagan confidant Ed 52
55
Puccini opera
57
Klamath relative

£.H

310 t. IVOOSII K SIKI I I

CALL: 419-354-2260

42
43
44
45
47
48
50
53
54
56
58
59
64
65
66
67
68
69

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
22
23
24
25
21
30
32
34
35
37
38
40
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CLICK (P0-1JI
7:009:20
A PRAIRIE HOME COMPANIONIPO-I3I7 009 20
CARS IC)
THE DA VINCI CODE (PC 131

602 Second Street. Apt. 2
Two Bedroom Apartment
Unfurnished within house. Year
lease. S395 per mo. School lease
$450 per mo.Tenant pays all
utilites.

• Pets welcome'

itlttUUr tf.i MMl

LITTLE MAN IPG-131

IHE ALMA MATIR Fw the tint
Wptosr«Jn'i'U»BCSU's
existence. Hie AJma Mater hymn
■as mitten and suns to the musk
ol the national anthem ol Fnbnd. Finlandia.

APARTMENTS
For Rent

• Private entrance

MUMIM llil h.HUU UISM1S « | MlllWHRI.jl
IRIIUY-SIS'IIAY M 1 SI.VIS Ml SHOWStt^O

710910

Relinquishes
Talk incessantly
Smelly, dirty air
"Magic Man" rockers
Gravure starter
_ homo (Behold the man!)
Palmer's entourage
Comparison word
Garlic unit
Start to breathe
Extinct bird
Pride member
_ Vegas
"
Farm"
Inclined trough
Kitchen utensil
Comic Martin
. buco
Animation
Amount not covered by health
insurance
41 Break suddenly

• Ground floor ranch

423-2861

THE ANT BULLY |PG|

1
6
10
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
26
28
29
31
33
34
36
39
40

CUi«irt»d Adi " 419-177-6977
• .--^tiiKlv Btrrpl adwr

Tarty P.M.,,1 BvallBbl« for hirthd«>
P M 11. - .,p *
giuiaiM
( nil DDT Information
2 Day Advance Ticket Sales

/%7,<//rm 6

ACROSS

— want regional control over oil

Smokey The Bear's

(_£ai/w/?e {Y <nema*i

■

Iraq donor talks.

ran

smacking the sand. "Ue were

■■

road

exdtedfy along a beach In St.

anticipaied

'

willing to send crews to Iraq to

What

"ferocious Impact" of Florence
would serve as "a test of our
resilience as a country." Me
reminded islanders of the
rebuilding effort in 2003, when
Hurricane Fabian
die strongest storm to hit Bermuda in 50

■

engineering knowJiow.

Ben frith, -12, and his two chil-

I laulni.<>. and luci, I

"
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HELP WANTED
Full & Pan lime positions available
419354-1923
Lifeguards Needed lor the Nichols
Therapy Pool. Hours are varied Salary $8.25 per hour. Must hold a Lifeguard Certification from the American Red Cross. YMCA or Ellis S Associates Application packet may be
obtained Irom Wood County Board
ol MR/DD. 11160 East Gypsy Lane
Rd., Bowling Green, Em. B. Monday
• Friday. 8:00 am - 400 pm. E O.E
Sports Technician
Provide and
coordinate appropriate training and
competition opportunities in Special
Olympics and unified sports activi
ties. Part-lime: contracted position:
position available until filled. Application packet may be obtained from
Wood County Board of MR/DD.
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd . Bowl
ing Green. Ent. B. Monday - Friday.
8:00 am - 4:00 pm E.O.E.

Help Wanted

For Sale

WSOS Community Action Commission, a community based organization focused on the human service
needs ol the disadvantaged is seeking qualified individuals for the following positions in our Bowling
Green center.
Infant Toddler Teacher-ITT BG CI
Responsible for the care and supervision ol an mlant toddler classroom
in compliance with all policies, procedures, licensing and funding requirements. Prefer Bachelor's degree (B A ) in Early Childhood Education with course work in Intanl
Toddler or Bachelor s degree in Early
Childhood
Education
with
Inlanr Toddler Child Development
Associate (CDA). Required Associate's degree (A.A.) in Early Child
hood Education with course work in
Infant Toddler or Associate s degree
(A.A) in Early Childhood Education
with InfantToddler Child Development Associate (CDA) or commitment to obtain CDA within 1 year:
one to three years experience
anaVor training working with infants
and toddlers in a classroom or child
care setting: up to one year experience working with word processing,
spreadsheet, internet and database
software Year Round. Full-Time,
Pay based on level of education.
Teacher AssistantsTA'BG.'HM
Responsible lor assisting the teacher in the operation of an afternoon
session. 12.00 pm to 5:30pm, in
compliance with all policies, procedures, licensing and funding requirements. Required high school diploma or general education degree
(GED): commitment to obtain CDA
within one year, up to one year experience and/or training in early
childhood development: up to one
year experience with word processing and internet software, or equivalent combination of education and
experience. Year Round. Part Time,
avg. 25hrs/wk . $8.00. hr
Send resumes by September 25.
2006 to WSOS CAC. Attn HR -- (indicate position), PO Box 590. Fremont. Ohio 43420. Affirmative Action Employer-M/F/Vet'Disab. Ohio
43420. Affirmative Action EmployerM/F/Vet/Disab.

1998 burgundry/red Dodge Dakota.
Pwr windows, sliding bk. window,
extend, cab. lighted sun visor, leather cover on back. Asking $5500
OBO Excel shape 419-257-2639

Nice loft with mattress for $35, and
computer table for $30. Ask for
Becky 419-354-3987

For Rent

" Avail. Now Rms low as $225 Mo.
Also units startingl-1-07 & 07-08
S.Y @cartyrentals com. or call
419-353-0325 9am-9pm
1 bdrm upstairs apt avail immed
$350 mo No dep.. within short walk
distance from campus & downtown
419-618-9600
MONDAY
OODLES OF NOODLES
Lunch: 11-2
Dinner: 4:30-7
Founders Food Court

427 N. Main. Ouiet. spacious rm. In
historic house. Priv. entrance, share
kitchen.porch.lvg. rm. 386-405-3318
3 bdrm. house, 1 block from shuttle.
Garage. A/C. W/D hookup NO
PETS. $750 8 util 419-353-8208.
Affordable 1 bdrm.. quiet 8 cozy.living room, fireplace, kitchen. $395
mo. plus electric. 419-654-5716.
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester 8 yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
8 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520.
www buckeveinnandsludios com

Office Cleaning M - F 3:30-4:30pm
Own transportation required
Call 352-5335.

CONDO FOR RENT-WESTON, OH
$650/mo. . Sec. 2 BR. 1BA newly
remodeled, newer appliances. W/D,
Satellite ready, private deck, garage,
attic storage, pets OK. Assoc lees
incl. in rent. Please call Leslie
@419-494-4148

TOLEDO COUNTRY CLUB
Is hiring for Tues.-Sun. shifts
Lunch servers - $10/hr
Evening servers - $!0'hr
Evening maitre d' - $12.50/hr
Apply in person on Tue'-Fri 2-4pm
3949 River Road. Toledo OH 43614
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unit apt looking for 1 subtsr. ASAP
or looking lor Spr. Sem. Fully furn.
spacious kit., brand new appliances.
W/D. A/C, central heat, breakfast
bar, hi-spd. cable 8 internet indd. in
rent $650 mo. 216-538-0061.
dansolo@bgsu.edu

IBARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965 6520 ext. 174.

Deluxe 1 bedroom lurnished apt. on
Manville near the water tower. Available immediately. 419-352-5239.

BIG BREAKFAST
MEAL DEAL

Grad students & mature undergtads
1 8 2 bdrm. apts. Close to campus.
Into Gary 352-5414

Weekday Mornings 7:30 • 11:30
McDonald Dining

"TIRED OF $6 HR??"
MAKE $8-$10 HR WITH US
"HIRING IMMEDIATELY"
"Only 18-21 hrs/wk"
Perfect Hours lor Students
Mon-Thurs 4 30 9PM and Sat 9-12
•Work With Orther BGSU Students'
"Have Fun and Make Money"
Work at TruGreen ChemLawn
Call Today to Schedule Interview
Ask lor Kris-419-261-6034

Ivywood Apartments
Theresa Fry
419-352-7691
Retired teacher 8 professor will
share house with graduate student
or other professor. 5 bdrm.. 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot. $255
mo. incld. partial util Call alter 7 8
leave message 419-352-5523.
Simply styling..our T bdrm. apts.
have lots of style for a price that is
simply perfect! Special pricing avail.,
hurry in, this is a limited time offer.
Charing Cross 419-352-0590

